Information accumulated is trivia.
Information applied is knowledge.

Education should be about recruitment,
retention, and revitalization.

Teach. Me. Now.
It’s as simple as it sounds.

We believe in knowledge which is
truly accessible, relevant, and
retainable. Our system of integrating
online enrichment learning,
mentoring, and support offers
learners ongoing education which
finally meets their specific needs and
learning style.

Employers don’t calculate the cost of
coffee breaks, yet everyone
acknowledges their value. So why is
the cost of training not valued the
same way?
TeachMeNow envisions
companies who will create a learning
culture within their organization, who
understand that education equals
productivity and opportunities for
advancement—for both the company
and its staff. TeachMeNow envisions
a future where employers will
calculate learning by the minute, not
by the dollar.

Micro-Learning that’s tailored to the
individual. Micro-Searching that finds
only what is needed. Micro-Billing
that keeps costs down. Something
has to be complicated, doesn’t it?
No. Not even the web page.
Our Click ‘n Easy™ web design is as
simple and effective as our product.
We’ll even let you try us out for free.
How easy is that?
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Someday all online learning
w i l l b e t h i s w a y. . .

TeachMeNow Elite Program: from Micro-Learning™ to the Macrocosm.

Why remain the apprentice when
you can be the magician?
TeachMeNow proudly
introduces the
TeachMeNow Elite
Program™, courseware
designed to take you
beyond knowledge into
the realm of
understanding. With our
Elite Group as your
mentors, you’ll push

beyond the boundaries
of even the most
advanced courses
available elsewhere to
become master of your
domain. Whether your
goal is to rule
information technology,
captain the company
ship, or satiate a
personal passion, the
Elite Program is
designed for those with
greater ambitions.

Progress from simple
proficiency to complex
integration, from a
snapshot to the bigger
picture. Go beyond the
how…to the why.
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Bit learning...One byte at a time.
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> Bit learning...One byte at a time.

Not everyone learns the same way. Some are visual
learners, some are auditory, while others are
interactive.

In order for education to be
successful on the Internet,

Learning is successful only when information is delivered
in the right medium and at a pace the learner demands.
TeachMeNow has designed our content to be delivered in
all three modes, offering members the option of “Show
Me”, “Tell Me”, “Let Me”, or a combination of the three.
And since our courses are broken down into small
modules, members can skip over or replay any module
they desire. So whether a person learns quickly, slowly, or
somewhere in between, they’ll never be pressured by time
or held back by others.

it has to be designed
specifically for the Internet.

TeachMeNow is comprised of
learning professionals who have
been carefully selected from the
Information Technology (IT),
Internet, and Educational
sectors. TeachMeNow utilizes
these learning professionals,
an extensive library of technical,
soft skills, and special interests
courseware, as well as testing,
standard analysis and
development templates to create
the largest and most successful
web-based training corporation

Instructional Systems Design. Sound rigid? It used to be.
Traditionally, education meant learning specific content
within a specific forum within a restricted time frame.
Times have changed.
At TeachMeNow™, we’ve developed a whole new ISD
that frees learners to chart their own courses, meet their
own needs, and learn at their own pace. We call it Bit
Learning™ and it’s going to change the way we all look at
business-related education. While other online companies
are content simply to mask tradition in a new medium,
TeachMeNow embraces the future.
Education isn’t a new industry.
How it’s delivered should be.
TeachMeNow recognizes that people
don’t have time and money to waste
learning what they already know.
The rate of redundancy among
courses that fall within a similar
category can be as high as 30%.
At TeachMeNow learners focus on a
specific goal. Whether exploring a
whole new field or simply upgrading
their skills, members get the
knowledge they need in the time they
have. We offer:
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TeachMeNow also provides appropriate preparation
materials online so everyone can feel confident
when they walk into the corporate
classroom.
Then, when the seminar is over, we’ll
help learners retain what’s been
studied, apply it in their work
environment, and keep them
up-to-date on the latest
developments.
Whether working with
established facility-based training
companies to augment existing
courseware, develop new
approaches, or provide enrichment,
TeachMeNow will greatly enhance
the traditional learning experience.

TeachMeNow has over 600 technical and soft skills courses
available now and will expand with thousands more as they
become available. We also offer special interest courses
pertaining to your personal and business interests. Best of
all, we “bundle” related courses together, so you won’t miss
out on complementary skills or relevant issues.
TeachMeNow maintains a staff of highly trained
Instructional Systems Designers who re-purpose existing
courseware for web deployment. We offer a diverse range of
courses including manufacturers’ certification materials,
updated on a regular basis. You’ll find what you’re looking
for at TeachMeNow.
¿Habla español? Parlez-vous francais?
¡Por supuesto! Oui!
A large portion of our courseware catalogue is available in
a variety of languages including English, French, German,
Dutch, Spanish, Korean, Chinese, and Japanese.
And our multilingual help desk support function is
available on a 24/7 basis via telephone, interactive chat,
threaded discussion, or email.

Micro-Learning™: Our course material
is broken down into micro-lessons, as small as

in the world.

The company seminar looms ahead.
We’ll get you there, then keep you current.

TeachMeNow is not a software developer.
Our loyalty is to our members.

5-minute modules. So one can quickly zero in on a
specific skill or learning set.
Micro-Searching™: Query by word, program, or even
just a concept—our intuitive search engine will find
what’s needed and weed out the rest.
Micro-Billing™: We bill by the module, not by the
course. Members pay only for what is needed.

Education doesn’t end at graduation.
Celebrate life-long learning.
The TeachMeNow website is much more than the Portal
concept that others are using; we are a Landing Pad that
hosts, delivers and takes responsibility for the full learning
experiences of our members.
In addition to course content we offer access to live,
scheduled events that members can participate in, a
variety of free services (white papers, reports, statistics,
analysis, and comments) on a range of topics and
industries, and reviews of published text material.

Analyze. Identify. Customize.
In addition to public domain material accessible on a
pay-per-use basis, TeachMeNow offers a range of
services that can assist customers to analyze and
identify their specific training requirements through to
the hosting of their custom developed training material.
We can integrate TeachMeNow technology into an
existing system, or provide controlled access to and
within our site.

